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PROBLEM STATEMENT
My roommate and I tend to leave lights on within our apartment. We generally do this out of appreciation for each other actually. If I leave to go to a late night meeting, I will leave lights on so that when she comes
home from work she is walking into a well light home. She does the same for me if I am out late studying. Sometimes, though, our generosity isn’t well planned and she doesn’t get home until way late after work, due to other
plans, or I am out later that I expected. The particle I have designed will sense when we aren’t home through
sound. If noise isn’t detected for a long period of time, the lights will be prompted to turn off. Ambient noise is
taken into consideration within the noise spectrum. This will enable us to more accurately display our generosity
towards each other without wasting energy. If my roommate tends to get home quickly after I leave the lights on
for her, great, but if not the particle will turn off the lights.
GOAL
The goal is too not waste energy, but still maintain the generosity between my roommate and I. As we are
both young professionals our lives can get very hectic and our schedules can vary greatly from day to day, making it hard to keep a rhythm of turning the lights on for each other. The particle’s Mic Amp should be sensitive
enough to sense talking or the TV, but not overly sensitive to street noise, air conditioner, and any other ambient
noises. The particle will also be able to record how much time has passed since the last noise was received to
accurately know when to turn the lights off.
PROCESS
Mic Amp Configuration
The Start of Code

More Coding!

LEDs are Working!

Office Hour Help

PROCESS CONT.
Beginning of Coding:
// the pin we’re reading from
int mic_pin = A0;
const int sampleWindow = 50;
int numPins = 2;
int ledPins[ 2 ] = { D0, D1 };
int piezoPin = D2;
// know if the lights are on or off
bool light_state = false;
// for our sound detection
// store the noise level / reading from the electret
int noise_level = 1000;
// empty house noise level
int noise_threshold = 500;
// when we last heard a noise
long last_loud_noise_at = -1;
int turn_lights_off_after = 10 * 1000;

The beginning of coding was probably the clearest part of the process for me. Yes, it is pretty simple but getting
the basics down really helped steer the rest of the project. After this, searching Internet for similar code to help
build onto was the next process of the coding.
Built off Code:
void playNotes()
{
// iterate over the notes of the melody:
for (int thisNote = 0; thisNote < 8; thisNote++) {
// to calculate the note duration, take one second
// divided by the note type.
//e.g. quarter note = 1000 / 4, eighth note = 1000/8, etc.
int noteDuration = 1000/noteDurations[thisNote];
tone(piezoPin, melody[thisNote],noteDuration);

}

// to distinguish the notes, set a minimum time between them.
// the note’s duration + 30% seems to work well:
int pauseBetweenNotes = noteDuration * 1.30;
delay(pauseBetweenNotes);
// stop the tone playing:
noTone(piezoPin);

}

In order to conduct the proper sound portion of the particle, the above preformatted code helped this process!

OUTCOME
The final outcome was a particle board that read a code to turn off the lights after no noise/sound was detected for 10 seconds (in true time in would be around 30 minutes). A small song is produced when the lights are
turned off. I would consider adding to have the Mic Amp detect noises, such as the front door opening, in order
to trigger the lights back on. I would then consider maybe a text notification that the lights have been turned out
and when the lights have been turned back on. This would help with home monitoring.
CODE
// the pin we’re reading from
int mic_pin = A0;
const int sampleWindow = 50;
int numPins = 2;
int ledPins[ 2 ] = { D0, D1 };
int piezoPin = D2;
// know if the lights are on or off
bool light_state = false;
// for our sound detection
// store the noise level / reading from the electret
int noise_level = 1000;
// empty house noise level
int noise_threshold = 500;
// when we last heard a noise
long last_loud_noise_at = -1;
int turn_lights_off_after = 10 * 1000;
// create an array for the notes in the melody:
//C4,G3,G3,A3,G3,0,B3,C4
int melody[] = {1908,2551,2551,2273,2551,0,2024,1908};
// create an array for the duration of notes.
// note durations: 4 = quarter note, 8 = eighth note, etc.:
int noteDurations[] = {4,8,8,4,4,4,4,4 };
void setup(){
// start serial connection
Serial.begin(9600);
for( int i = 0 ; i < numPins; i++ ){
pinMode(ledPins[ i ], OUTPUT);
}
light_state = true ;
for( int i = 0 ; i < numPins; i++ ){
int led = ledPins[ i ];
digitalWrite( led, HIGH );
}
pinMode(piezoPin, OUTPUT);

CODE CONT.
// Share the value as a noise level
// reading through the cloud
Particle.variable( “noise”, &noise_level, INT );
}
void loop()
{
noise_level = sampleNoise( );
Serial.print( “Noise Level:” );
Serial.println( noise_level );
checkNoiseLevel();
checkifShouldTurnLightsOff();
displayLEDs();
Serial.print( “Noise At:” );
Serial.println( last_loud_noise_at );
delay( 100 );
}
void checkNoiseLevel(){
if( noise_level > noise_threshold ){
// this means the house is occupied
last_loud_noise_at = -1;
//light_state = true;
}else{
if( last_loud_noise_at == -1 )
last_loud_noise_at = millis();
}
}
void checkifShouldTurnLightsOff(){
if( last_loud_noise_at == -1 || light_state == false ){
// do nothing;
return;
}
if( last_loud_noise_at + turn_lights_off_after < millis() ){
digitalWrite(D2, HIGH);
delay(100);
digitalWrite(D2, LOW);
// add a beep here
playNotes();
light_state = false;

}
}
void displayLEDs(){
for( int i = 0 ; i < numPins; i++ ){
int led = ledPins[ i ];
if( light_state == true ){
digitalWrite( led, HIGH );

CODE CONT.
}else{
digitalWrite( led, LOW );
}

}
}
int sampleNoise()
{
unsigned long startMillis = millis(); // Start of sample window
int highest_sample = 0;
int lowest_sample = 1000;
// collect data for 50 mS
while (millis() - startMillis < sampleWindow)
{
int sample = analogRead( mic_pin );
// invert the range, and convert it to a percent
sample = map( sample, 0, 4095, 1000, 0 );
// now see if the sample is the lowest;
if ( sample > highest_sample ){
highest_sample = sample;
}
if ( sample < lowest_sample ){
lowest_sample = sample;
}
}
int peakToPeak = highest_sample - lowest_sample;
return peakToPeak;
}
void playNotes()
{
// iterate over the notes of the melody:
for (int thisNote = 0; thisNote < 8; thisNote++) {
// to calculate the note duration, take one second
// divided by the note type.
//e.g. quarter note = 1000 / 4, eighth note = 1000/8, etc.
int noteDuration = 1000/noteDurations[thisNote];
tone(piezoPin, melody[thisNote],noteDuration);

}

}

// to distinguish the notes, set a minimum time between them.
// the note’s duration + 30% seems to work well:
int pauseBetweenNotes = noteDuration * 1.30;
delay(pauseBetweenNotes);
// stop the tone playing:
noTone(piezoPin);

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
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VIDEO
https://youtu.be/8wIG2MEMBzQ

REFLECTION
Learning to code is very tricky, but thankfully the trick of using other people’s codes as your building
block is really helpful. It helps show what needs to be done/changed, helping you to understand the process a
little bit better. Understanding how to piece together the particle portion came to focus a lot easier then I had
expected. I did get to where I wanted to and was surprised by how quickly I got there, but it was extremely
challenging. In future projects, I really want to understand the coding portion to it and how to really think of it
on your own. Being able to talk to other students helped show how each person thinks of code differently, but to
also show how to use different techniques to develop your own process as well. This was a nice project to get our
toes wet for the beginning of IoT.
PROJECT SUMMARY
“Using the IoT to help improve areas of your life through simple, but innovative opportunities. #LightsOut helps
you save energy while also being generous to house mates.”
SOURCES
http://diotlabs.daraghbyrne.me/
http://www.learningaboutelectronics.com/Articles/Sound-detector-circuit.php
http://www.princetronics.com/sound-sensitive-lights-w-sound-sensor-arduino/

